
Geometry-based Robot MotionLearning
Description
In this project, we want to study di�erent aspects of motion learning approachesthat use geometry to formulate learning and reconstruction of complicated robottrajectories. For doing so, we will select the most promising approaches in the cur-rent literature such as [1, 2, 3, 4] and analyze them theoretically and analyticallyfrom a common geometrical perspective.

Figure 1: Left: Velocity vector field used to reconstruct learned motion [3]. Center:Riemannian metric learned from circular robot motion and geodesic used to recon-struct the motion [1]. Right: Robot reaching a point in the task space while avoidingmultiple obstacle [4] .In this project, we want to investigate how such methods can be used for learn-ing complex motion skills that require a deep understanding of the dynamics of therobot and the environment. Also, we are interested to see how advantageous theideas behind these methods are when imposing external restrictions such as ob-stacle avoidance. In this master thesis, we will analyze the common mathematicalfoundation of all these methods defining their fundamentals such as the underlyingstructure of the latent spaces, embedded manifolds, metrics and mapping functionsfor methods such as [1] in addition to the formulation of the vector fields in meth-ods that consider the dynamics of the motion such as [3, 2, 4]. As the final step, wewill exploit our knowledge to combine di�erent advantageous properties of thesemethods to formulate a unified geometric robot motion framework.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Implementation: Getting the approaches in [2, 3, 4] to work on our robot sys-tem and simulation framework. Code and Simulation of [3, 4] are available,albeit using a di�erent simulator and robot.• Benchmarking: Testing the algorithms on our toy benchmarks such as Englishletter dataset and robotic settings in real and simulation environment.• Analysis: Investigating the common mathematical foundation of mentionedapproaches regarding their underlying geometric structure of latent spaces,embedded manifolds, vector fields, and associated mapping functions andmetrics.• Unified framework: Consolidate the achieved knowledge from previous tasksto formulate a unified framework that perceives the problem of robot learningand generation from a geometric perspective.References
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